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Early DIRECT Mode Decision for MVC Using MB
Mode Homogeneity and RD Cost Correlation

Yue Li, Gaobo Yang, Ning Chen, Yapei Zhu, and Xiangling Ding

Abstract—Multi-view video coding (MVC) adopts variable size
mode decision to achieve high coding efficiency. However, its high
computational complexity is a bottleneck of enabling MVC into
practical real-time applications. In this paper, an early termina-
tion strategy is proposed for DIRECT mode decision of MVC by
exploiting mode homogeneity and rate distortion (RD) cost cor-
relation. By comparing the RD cost between DIRECT mode and
Inter16×16 mode, an adaptive threshold is defined based on the
MB’s mode homogeneity and RD cost so as to early terminate the
remaining inter and intra modes. Experimental results show that
compared with the original JMVC model, the proposed approach
can reduce the total encoding time from 65.08% to 91.45%
(80.43% on average). Meanwhile, the Bjontegaard delta peak
signal-to-noise ratio only decreases 0.031 dB and Bjontegaard
delta bit rate increases 0.97% on average, which is a negligi-
ble loss of coding efficiency and superior to the performance of
state-of-the-art methods.

Index Terms—DIRECT mode decision, mode homogeneity, RD
cost, multi-view video coding.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE MULTI-VIEW video (MVV) and three-dimensional
(3D) video have been emerging in recent years, which

provide users with real depth perception, interactivity and
novel visual enjoyment [1]. Multi-view video plus depth
(MVD) is an advanced 3D video representation format, and it
consists of multi-view texture video and corresponding depth
video [2]. Since multi-view video is simultaneously captured
from multiple cameras with different viewpoints or angles, it
has a huge amount of data due to high spatial-view-temporal
redundancy, and should be efficiently encoded for storage
and transmission. To this end, Joint Video Team (JVT) has
developed multi-view video coding (MVC) standard [3], in
which various prediction techniques such as motion estimation
(ME) and disparity estimation (DE) are adopted to remove the
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temporal and inter-view redundancies. Moreover, hierarchical
B picture (HBP) prediction structure, multi-reference frame
and exhaustive searching process of mode decision are jointly
used to further improve coding efficiency [4]. However, these
advanced techniques lead to very high computational complex-
ity, which has been a bottleneck of applying MVC into real
time applications such as 3D live broadcasting and interactive
free viewpoint television (FTV) [5].

To address the high computational complexity issue,
lots of fast ME and DE algorithms have been proposed.
Deng et al. [6] proposed a fast motion and disparity esti-
mation method by using a pair of motion and dispar-
ity vectors. Shen et al. [7], [8] proposed the concept of
motion homogeneity, which is measured by motion vec-
tors (MV) of spatial neighboring MBs and inter-view collo-
cated MBs, to speed up ME and DE. Zhu et al. [9], [10]
proposed hexagon-based search pattern for fast block ME.
Later, Pan et al. [11] further presented a multiple hexagon
search algorithm for efficient ME and DE. In addition,
Pan et al. [12] proposed hybrid optimization strategies to
early terminate the process of ME/DE, including initial
search point, optimal theory and block matching strategy.
These methods can efficiently reduce the search range of
ME and DE. However, exhaustive mode decision is not
early terminated to further reduce computational complexity
of MVC.

In the literature, there are a few low-complexity mode deci-
sion methods, which exploit RD cost, mode correlation and/or
prediction model to speed up the process of mode decision.
Among them, references [13], [14], [18], and [20] exploit
adaptive RD cost thresholds, and references [15] and [16]
exploit mode correlation strategy for fast mode decision. In
addition, Zhang et al. [17] proposed a statistical early termi-
nation model for efficient mode decision and reference frame
selection. Zhao et al. [19] proposed a hybrid optimal stop-
ping model for fast mode decision, which achieves a good
compromise between RD degradation and complexity reduc-
tion. In our previous work [21], a MB position constraint
model is also proposed for fast mode decision. However, these
fast mode decision algorithms are still not efficient enough
to early terminate the DIRECT mode before further check-
ing other modes which still requires complex ME and DE.
Since DIRECT mode does not need time-consuming ME and
DE, if it can be early terminated, the process of ME and DE
and the exhaustive mode decision of the remaining modes
can be skipped. This will significantly decrease computational
complexity.
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TABLE I
TEST CONDITIONS

TABLE II
PERCENTAGE OF THE DIRECT MODE AS THE OPTIMAL MODE (UNIT:%)

It is claimed in [22] that DIRECT mode is highly possible
to be the optimal mode among all candidate modes of MVC.
Thus, an early termination of DIRECT mode decision is an
effective solution to reduce computational complexity without
sacrificing coding efficiency. Zhang et al. [17] proposed an
efficient statistical DIRECT mode early termination (SDMET)
model for MVC, which estimates rate distortion degradation,
false acceptance rate and false reject rate of early DIRECT
mode decision. Shen et al. [22] also proposed an early SKIP
mode decision algorithm by analyzing prediction mode dis-
tribution of those MBs in reference view. Moreover, an early
DIRECT mode decision is proposed based on adaptive RD cost
threshold [23], which is computed from spatial, temporal and
inter-view RD costs. Zhang et al. [24] proposed an efficient
DIRECT mode early decision algorithm by exploiting rate dis-
tortion cost and inter-view correlation. Pan et al. [25] proposed
an early DIRECT mode decision algorithm based on all-zero
block and RD cost. However, these early DIRECT mode deci-
sion approaches separately treat RD cost and mode correlation
as the condition for early DIRECT mode termination.

In this paper, an efficient DIRECT mode decision approach
is proposed for MVC by exploiting mode homogeneity and RD
cost correlation to further reduce computational complexity
and maintain good RD performance. The main contributions of
the proposed approach are two-folds. First, mode homogeneity
is firstly exploited by analyzing the mode distribution in spatial
and inter-view. Secondly, an adaptive threshold is defined for
early DIRECT mode termination, which is derived from spa-
tial and inter-view correlation of MVV. Therefore, a significant
speed-up gain is achieved by skipping the rest modes when
it meets early termination conditions. The rest of this paper
is organized as follows. The motivations and statistical anal-
ysis are presented in Section II. Section III presents the early
DIRECT mode termination approach. Experimental results and
analyses are provided in Section IV. Finally, conclusion is
made in Section V.

TABLE III
STATISTICAL RESULTS OF PROBABILITY P(B|A) (UNIT:%)

TABLE IV
STATISTICAL RESULTS OF PROBABILITY P(D|C) (UNIT:%)

II. MOTIVATIONS AND ANALYSES

Similar to H.264/AVC video coding standard, MVC adopts
exhaustive mode decision to improve coding efficiency. For
the homogeneous regions without motion or simply slow
motion in natural video sequences, DIRECT mode is intu-
itively more likely to be the optimal mode among all candidate
modes. In order to analyze the possibility of DIRECT mode
selected as the optimal mode, four typical video sequences
including Flamenco1 (320x240), Ballroom (640x480), Ballet
(1024x768) and Champanger (1280x960) are encoded to ana-
lyze their best mode distributions with JMVC8.3.1. These
video sequences are most representative since they have differ-
ent motion activities. Among them, Flamenco1 and Ballroom
have fast motion, Ballet has medium motion and Champanger
has relatively slow motion. The test conditions for statistical
analysis are summarized in Table I. Three views are used in the
test experiments. Even views are treated as reference views and
odd view is used to count the percentages of DIRECT mode
when it is chosen as the optimal mode. Table II summarizes
the statistical results.

From Table II, the percentages of DIRECT mode selected
as the optimal mode vary from 69.63% to 89.73% for four
video sequences. For videos with medium and slow motion,
there are higher possibilities that DIRECT mode is selected as
the optimal mode. The percentages are 83.63% and 89.73%
for Ballet and Champagner, respectively. However, the per-
centage decreases significantly for video sequences with fast
motions. It is well-known that DIRECT mode does not require
computation-intensive ME and DE, which can achieve high
encoding efficiency with little encoding time cost. Therefore,
if DIRECT mode can be fully exploited and early terminated,
encoding time will be significantly reduced.

Let A represent the event that DIRECT mode is selected
as the optimal mode for current MB, and let B represent
the fact that the mode of spatial neighboring MBs or inter-
view collocated MBs whose optimal mode is also DIRECT
mode, the MBs location correlation is shown in Fig. 1. In the
following, the relationship between A and B is considered.
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Fig. 1. Current MB and its spatial neighboring and inter-view collo-
cated MBs.

Table III shows the statistical results of conditional prob-
ability P(B|A). From it, we can observe that more than
79.74% of those spatial neighboring or inter-view collo-
cated MBs have the same DIRECT mode with current MB.
Especially, Champagner sequence has the highest percentage
up to 96.79%, simply because it has a relatively large region of
static background. That is, the MBs in this regions have homo-
geneous modes. Even for Flamenco1 sequence with complex
motion, it has a minimum probability of 79.74%. Further, we
analyze the correlation of RD costs. Let C represent the RD
cost of current MB whose mode is DIRECT mode, and D
represent the event C is less than or equal to the maximum
RD cost of spatial neighboring or inter-view collocated MBs
whose modes are also DIRECT modes. Table IV shows the
statistical results of probability P(D|C). From it, we know that
the probability of P(D|C) is bigger than 90%. That is, when
current MB is encoded with DIRECT mode, its RD cost has a
strong correlation with those spatial neighboring or inter-view
collocated MBs when they are also encoded with DIRECT
mode. Thus, both mode homogeneity and RD cost correlation
should be exploited for early termination of DIRECT mode
decision. Actually, this is the main idea behind the proposed
approach.

III. PROPOSED EARLY DIRECT MODE

DECISION APPROACH

A. Mode Homogeneity

Mode homogeneity (MH) refers to the fact those MBs
within a region share the same mode. In this paper, a uni-
form mode field is defined to calculate mode homogeneity for
each MB. Let MBi,j be a MB located at the ith row and jth col-
umn (i ∈ [1, W/16], j ∈ [1, H/16]), W and H be the width and
the height of video frame, respectively. Mode homogeneity is
firstly defined as

MH =
∑

(i,j)∈Z

∣∣M(i,j) − argmin
{
M(i,j)

}∣∣ (1)

where M(i,j) is the mode of MB(i,j), and Z represents spa-
tial neighboring or inter-view collocated MBs of current MB,
which is shown in Fig. 1. Therefore, spatial mode homogeneity
is defined as

MHs =
∑

(i,j)∈Zs

∣∣Ms(i,j) − argmin
{
Ms(i,j)

}∣∣ (2)

where Zs represents those spatial neighboring MBs, i.e,
(MBs(i−1,j−1), MBs(i−1,j), MBs(i−1,j+1), MBs(i,j−1)). Similarly,
inter-view mode homogeneity is defined as

MHv =
∑

(i,j)∈Zv

∣∣Mv(i,j) − argmin
{
Mv(i,j)

}∣∣ (3)

where Zv represents the inter-view collocated MBs, i.e,
MBv(i,j), in previous view of current MB (v(i) ∈ [i − 1, i + 1],
v(j) ∈ [j − 1, j + 1]).

Current MB has a strong mode correlation with its spatial
neighboring or inter-view collocated MBs. When MH equals
zero and the minimum value of modes is DIRECT mode, cur-
rent MB is more likely to select DIRECT mode as its optimal
mode. Therefore, either MHs or MHv can be used to early
determine whether current MB choose DIRECT mode as its
optimal mode or not.

Following Equations (2) and (3), MHs and MHv are firstly
computed for current MB, respectively. If MHs or MHv equals
zero, the DIRECT mode is determined as the optimal mode,
and mode decision is early terminated. To verify the early
DIRECT mode decision strategy by exploiting mode homo-
geneity, the decrease of peak signal-to-noise ratio (�PSNR)
and bit rate increase (�BR) are adopted for performance
evaluation, which are computed as

�PSNR = PSNRPro − PSNROri (4)

�BR = (BRPro − BROri)/BROri × 100% (5)

where PSNRPro, BRPro are PSNR and bit rate of the pro-
posed approach, respectively. And PSNROri, BROri are PSNR
and bit rate of the original JMVC, respectively. The same
test conditions in Table I are used here, and the experimen-
tal results are shown in Table V. From the second and third
columns of Table V, we can observe that the average values
of �PSNR and �BR are -1.26 dB and 77.69%, respectively.
Apparently, both �PSNR and �BR are not acceptable if only
mode homogeneity is exploited for early DIRECT mode deci-
sion. Actually, there are a large amount of MBs whose optimal
modes are improperly selected as DIRECT mode by simply
exploiting mode homogeneity. The reason is that some MBs
are error classified into the DIRECT mode, and the error clas-
sified MBs are further used to predict other MBs’ modes.
In this way, the prediction mode errors might be accumu-
lated. Therefore, mode homogeneity should be combined with
other constrains to reduce prediction error as possible, so as
to reduce the computational complexity while maintaining the
RD performance.

B. RD Cost Correlation

Fig. 1 shows the location correlation between current MB
and its spatial neighboring and inter-view collocated MBs.
Current MB not only has mode correlation with these spatial
neighboring and inter-view collocated MBs, but also has RD
cost correlation with them. In fact, the original MVC selects
the optimal mode from all candidate modes by checking RD
costs for exhaustive mode decision, and the DIRECT mode is
firstly checked. If the RD cost of DIRECT mode is smaller
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TABLE V
THE PSNR AND BR ANALYSES FOR EARLY DIRECT MODE DECISION

TABLE VI
PROBABILITY OF THE DIRECT MODE EARLY TERMINATE AS THE OPTIMAL MODE (UNIT: %)

than an adaptive threshold, it can be early selected as the opti-
mal mode and thus the remaining modes might be skipped.
This will save the computational complexity of computing
and checking the RD costs for the rest modes. Please note
that selection of an adaptive threshold is the key issue for
fast DIRECT mode decision because it compromises between
computational complexity and RD performance. In this paper,
two adaptive thresholds are defined based on the RD cost cor-
relation for those spatial neighboring and inter-view collocated
MBs as follows.

Ts = argmax
(i,j)∈Zs

{
w(i,j) · RD cos t(i,j)

}
(6)

Tv = argmax
(i,j)∈Zv

{
w(i,j) · RD cos t(i,j)

}
(7)

where Zs and Zv represent the locations of those spatial
neighboring and inter-view collocated MBs, respectively. And
RD cos t(i,j) is the RD cost of MB, w(i,j) is used to check
whether the optimal mode of MB is DIRECT mode or not. If
M(i,j) is DIRECT mode, w(i,j) equals 1, otherwise it equals 0.
That is, w(i,j) is defined as

w(i,j) =
{

1 if M(i,j) = DIRECT
0 others

(8)

The fourth and fifth columns of Table V, which are labeled
as RDCC (RD cost correlation), show the RD performance
of early DIRECT mode decision based on RDCC. It can be
observed that the values of �PSNR and �BR are negligible for
those video sequences with medium and slow motions. That is,
a desirable encoding efficiency is achieved for them. However,
for fast motion sequences such as Flamenco1 and Ballroom,
their �PSNR are -0.34 dB and -0.11 dB, respectively. To
achieve negligible RD degradation, mode homogeneity and
RD cost correlation are jointly exploited to early terminate
DIRECT mode decision. Thus, the condition of early DIRECT

mode decision is defined as follow.

M(i,j) =
⎧
⎨

⎩

DIRECT, ((TDIRECT ≤ Ts)&&(MHs = 0))

||((TDIRECT ≤ Tv)&&(MHv = 0))

others , otherwise
(9)

where TDIRECT is RD cost of current MB when it is encoded
with DIRECT mode, and the operators && and || are logical
AND and OR, respectively. If MHs or MHv is equal to zero
and TDIRECT is less than thresholds Ts or Tv, DIRECT mode
will be selected as the optimal mode for current MB, and the
rest modes will be skipped.

The sixth and seventh columns of Table V, which are labeled
as MH+RDCC, show the performance of early DIRECT mode
decision by jointly exploiting mode homogeneity and RD cost
correlation. From it, we know that �PSNR and �BR are
-0.03 dB and 0.47% on average, respectively. It means that
by jointly exploiting mode homogeneity and RD cost corre-
lation for early DIRECT mode decision, a good tradeoff is
achieved between RD performance and encoding efficiency.
From Table VI, we further know that for video sequences with
various motions, the probability of early determining DIRECT
mode as the optimal mode varies from 65.43% to 81.62%
under the conditions of MH+RDCC and the average probabil-
ity is 74.32%. However, there are still a lots of MBs, whose
modes should be early terminated as the DIRECT mode, are
still required to check the remaining modes. To further early
terminate DIRECT mode decision and reduce encoding time,
the thresholds of mode homogeneity and RD cost are updated
respectively, which is discussed in next subsection.

C. Updating Adaptive Thresholds of Mode Homogeneity
and RD Cost

To further terminate DIRECT mode earlier and reduce com-
putational complexity, the mode correlation between DIRECT
mode and subsequent Inter16x16 mode is further analyzed,
which is shown in Table VII. The test conditions are the same
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TABLE VII
STATISTICAL RESULTS OF PROBABILITIES P(A|B), P(A|C)

AND P(A|BC) (UNIT: %)

with Table I. Let A represent the fact that the optimal mode of
current MB is either DIRECT or Inter16x16 mode, B repre-
sent the fact that the optimal mode of spatial adjacent MBs is
also either DIRECT or Inter16x16 mode, and event C denote
that the optimal mode of inter-view collocated MBs is either
DIRECT mode or Inter16x16 mode as well. Consequently,
event BC represents the fact that both B and C are satis-
fied simultaneously. Table VII reports the statistical results.
Apparently, the probabilities P(A|B), P(A|C) and P(A|BC) are
about 96.30%-99.38%, 97.73%-99.72% and 98.86%-99.79%
for four sequences with different motions, respectively. Thus,
they always meet

P(A|BC) > P(A|C) > P(A|B) (10)

This implies the fact that jointly exploiting the spatial and
inter-view mode correlation can improve the accuracy of early
DIRECT mode decision. Thus, we are motivated to update
the threshold of mode homogeneity by jointly exploiting spa-
tial and inter-view mode correlation after checking Inter16x16,
which is defined as

MHs_v =
∑

(i,j)∈Zs_v

∣∣Ms_v(i,j) − argmin
{
Ms_v(i,j)

}∣∣ (11)

where Ms_v(i,j) is the mode of those spatial neighboring and
inter-view collocated MBs, argmin

{
Ms_v(i,j)

}
is either the

DIRECT mode or the Inter16x16 mode, and Zs_v indicates
the positions of those spatial neighboring and inter-view col-
located MBs, as shown in Fig. 1. Meanwhile, by jointly
exploiting the spatial and inter-view RD cost correlations after
checking Inter16x16 mode, the threshold Ts_v is adaptively
refined as

Ts_v = argmax
(i,j)∈Zs_v

{
w(i,j) · RD cos t(i,j)

}
(12)

where w(i,j) is defined in equation (8). After checking
Inter16x16 mode, the condition of early DIRECT mode

Fig. 2. Flowchart of the proposed algorithm.

decision for current MB is defined as

M(i,j) =
{

16x16, MHv_s = 0 ||TD_16 ≤ Tv_s

others, otherwise
(13)

where 16x16 represents DIRECT mode or Inter16x16 mode,
TD_16 is the minimum RD cost of current MB when it is
encoded with either DIRECT or Inter16x16 mode.

In Table VI, the right column MH+RDCC+U(MH/RDCC)
reports the experimental results by combining MH, RDCC and
U(MH/RDCC) which are presented in subsections A, B, and C,
respectively. From it, it is apparent that the correct probabil-
ity of early terminating DIRECT mode as the optimal mode
increases from 95.25% to 99.25%, and its average is 97.58%
for four video sequences with different motion activities. That
is, DIRECT mode decision is early terminated in an efficient
and accurate way.

D. The Proposed Early DIRECT Mode Decision Approach

The flowchart of the proposed early DIRECT mode decision
approach is shown in Fig. 2. The main steps are summarized
as follows.

1) Start to encode a frame.
2) If current frame is an anchor frame, encode all the

MBs in this frame with all candidate modes, and then
jump to step 5. Otherwise, encode current MB with
DIRECT mode and obtain its RD cost, which is denoted
as TDIRECT , and go to step 3.

3) If it meets the condition ((TDIRECT ≤ Ts)&&(MHs =
0)) ||((TDIRECT ≤ Tv)&&(MHv = 0)), simply select
DIRECT mode as the optimal mode and thus early
terminate the mode decision process. Otherwise, go to
step 4.

4) Encode current MB with Inter16x16 mode, compare
its RD cost with the RD cost TDIRECT of DIRECT
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TABLE VIII
THE RESULTS OF PROPOSED METHOD WITH PANIET [25] AND MH+RDCC UNDER DIFFERENT VIDEO SEQUENCES

mode and choose the mode between DIRECT mode
and Inter16x16 mode that have less RD cost. The min-
imum RD cost is denoted as TD_16, if TD_16 ≤ Ts_v or
MHs_v = 0, early terminate the DIRECT mode decision.
Otherwise, encode it with the remaining modes and go
to step 5.

5) Encode next MB.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSES

A. Test Conditions

To evaluate the coding performance of the proposed
approach, twelve typical video sequences including
Flomenco1 (320x240), Golf1 (320x240), Race1 (320x240),
Ballroom (640x480), Exit (640x480), Vassar (640x480),
Ballet (1024x768), Breakdancers (1024x768), Doorflowers
(1024x768), Dog (1280x960), Champanger (1280x960) and
Pantomime (1280x960) are selected for experiments because
they have quite different spatial resolutions and motion
activities. The MVC reference software (JMVC8.3.1) is
used as the software platform for experiments. That is, the
proposed early DIRECT mode decision approach is integrated
into JMVC8.3.1. The test conditions are summarized in
Table I. Three views are used in the experiment, the even
views are treated as the reference views and the odd view
is used as the implementation of the proposed algorithm. To
verify the validity of the proposed method, it is compared
with state-of-the-art algorithms including ZhangTB [24],
PanIET [25] and PanTB [12]. �PSNR, �BR, BDPSNR,
BDBR [26] and the total consumed CPU time are used as the
metrics of performance evaluation. Experimental results are
summarized and compared in Table VIII and IX, where TS
is the percentage of encoding time reduction compared with
JMVC. It is defined as:

TS = Tθ − TJMVC

TJMVC
× 100% (14)

where Tθ represents the total encoding time, θ ∈
{ZhangTB [24], PanIET [25], PanTB [12], proposed}. TJMVC

is the total encoding time of the original JMVC.

B. Experimental Results of the Proposed Approach
and PanIET

Since PanIET [25] compares experimental results
with [22] and [23], Table VIII only reports the experi-
mental results of PanIET and the proposed MH+RDCC
approach. Please note that the experimental results of PanIET
and the proposed approach are provided by making compar-
isons with the same ground-truth, i.e., the original JMVC
encoder. PanIET reduces encoding time from 38.34% to
60.58% (52.40% on average), its BDPSNR degrades from
0 dB to 0.028 dB (0.013 dB on average) and the BDBR
increases from -0.01% to 1.29% (0.41% on average). For the
proposed approach, the saving of total coding time varies
from 31.14% to 78.57% (58.17% on average), BDPSNR
degrades from 0.001 dB to 0.019 dB (0.008 dB on average)
and the BDBR increases from -0.35% to 0.69% (0.25%
on average). Thus, compared with PanIET, the proposed
approach achieves 5.77% time reduction at the costs of
0.005 dB BDPSNR increase and 0.16% BDBR decrease.
Specifically, the proposed approach achieves similar RD
performance and encoding time reduction with PanIET for
video sequences with fast and medium motions. For slow
motion video sequences, it achieves more desirable RD
performance and reduces more encoding time.

C. Comparisons Between the Proposed Approach and the
State-of-the-Art Algorithms

Table IX compares the RD performance and coding effi-
ciency among ZhangTB [24], PanIET [25], PanTB [12] and the
proposed approach. Their performance are reported by mak-
ing comparisons with the same original JMVC, respectively.
From Table IX, it can be observed that ZhangTB reduces com-
putational complexity from 58.03% to 90.69% (76.67% on
average). Meanwhile, the BDPSNR degrades from 0.018 dB
to 0.163 dB (0.069 dB on average) and the BDBR increases
0.62% to 5.36% (2.24% on average). PanTB reduces the total
encoding time from 47.73% to 75.06% (68.16% on average),
and its BDPSNR degrades from -0.013 dB to 0.325 dB (0.097
dB on average) and the BDBR increases from -0.45% to 6.05%
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TABLE IX
COMPARISONS AMONG THE PROPOSED APPROACH WITH ZHANGTB [24], PANIET [25] AND PANTB [12]

(2.76% on average). For the proposed approach, the reduction
of encoding time varies from 65.08% to 91.45% (80.43% on
average), the BDPSNR degrades from -0.002 dB to 0.058 dB

(0.031 dB on average), and the BDBR increases from -0.20%
to 2.13% (0.97% on average). Compared with ZhangTB and
PanTB, the proposed approach achieves 3.76% and 12.27%
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encoding time reduction on average, the BDPSNR increases
0.038 dB and 0.066 dB on average, the BDBR degrades 1.27%
and 1.79% on average, respectively. Especially, the proposed
approach achieves about 28% encoding time saving without
sacrificing RD performance compared with PanIET.

For video sequences with low motion activities such as
Golf1, Vassar, Doorflowers and Champanger, the proposed
approach reduces total encoding time more than 86.95% when
it is compared with the original JMVC. For low motion
video sequences, there are more stationary and homoge-
neous regions. It is apparent that MBs in the regions are
more likely to choose DIRECT mode as their optimal mode.
Meanwhile, the proposed approach also saves about 65.08%-
69.45% encoding time for video sequences with complex
motions such as Flamenco1, Ballroom and Breakdancers.
Please note that compared with the proposed method, PanTB
reduces more encoding time (about 3.42%) for Breakdancers
sequence. However, the proposed method achieves 0.064 dB
BDPSNR increase and 2.87% BDBR decrease, respectively.
That is, the proposed method achieve much better RD per-
formance for Breakdancers sequence. The reasons can be
explained as follows. Breakdancers has a highly complex
motion activity, which is captured by an arc cameras array.
There are large differences between neighboring frames even
captured by different cameras at the same time instant, and
thus the inter-view correlation is further reduced. Since spatial
and inter-view correlation is exploited for fast mode deci-
sion, the percentage of MBs whose modes are DIRECT mode
is decreased, and thus the reduction of encoding time is
decreased as well. In summary, the proposed method out-
performs the state-of-the-art approaches, and its superior RD
performance is achieved by early DIRECT mode decision
as accurate as possible, which jointly exploits MB mode
homogeneity and RD cost correlation.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, an early DIRECT mode decision approach
is proposed to reduce the computational complexity of MVC
encoder. Specifically, mode homogeneity and RD cost corre-
lation are jointly exploited to early terminate mode decision
for MVC. Extensive experiments on typical video sequences
with different motion activities and spatial resolutions show
that the proposed approach outperforms the state-of-the-art
approaches. It can significantly speed up mode decision with
a negligible loss of RD performance. Moreover, the proposed
early DIRECT mode decision approach is suitable for various
video sequences, especially video sequences with low motion
activities. In future work, we will investigate the learning algo-
rithm [26], [27] for the classification of all candidate modes
in the training stage, so as to further reduce the computational
complexity.
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